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1. Let ga = ga(x) be the Bessel kernel of order ex, 0<o: < + <*>, on R n ; g a is the Fourier transform of (27r)~n /2 (l +1 Let k = k(r), r = | x\, be a nonincreasing lower semicontinuous function on [O, + oo ) (referred to as a kernel). Define the classical capacity C*0O = sup|| M ||i, the supremum being over all positive Radon measures with finite total variation \\fi\\i and whose supports are in the given compact set K. C fc denotes the usual extension of Ck to an outer capacity.
We are interested in k(r) = g a ,<zM = £<*(ƒ) -l q {r), where l q (r) = (log l/r) q " 2 for 0<f^fo<l and constantly equal to l q (r 0 ) for r>r 0 . For this choice of k we denote C* by B iatq) .
The relation B( aPiq) Z<B afP for ap<n, l<p<q<2,
is false in contrast to (i). An example showing this can easily be constructed using [6] . 
